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 The Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi ​(Fig.1)​, ​attributed to Leonardo da Vinci, 
challenges modern ideas of authorship and modes of engagement with works from the past. The 
painting was rediscovered in 2005 in New Orleans, and since then has changed hands several 
times and has received several different attributions.  Its recent range of problematic attributions 1
raise questions about the authenticity of the work. Through an analysis of the history of this 
peculiar work, the Renaissance workshop, Leonardo's place within that tradition, and its role in 
modern attribution, a general understanding of the attribution process will become clearer. The 
role of the individual artist in the Renaissance workshop complicates our contemporary notions 
of authorship, which in turn complicates the process of attribution. In regards to the Louvre Abu 
Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi​ painting, there is a push to attribute this painting solely to Leonardo, yet 
the important Renaissance workshop tradition has yet to be fully considered in relation to this 
painting.  
In this striking image, we find Christ with long, curly brown hair, using one hand to bless 
and the other holding a crystal orb (Fig 1). He faces us straight on, not in three-quarter or profile 
view as is typical of Renaissance portraiture. The dark backdrop causes the figure to emerge and 
gives a sense of great depth, and were it not for the loss, the eyes may be less mysterious and 
more engaging. Wearing a draped blue cloak with meticulously executed folds, Christ looks 
dignified. Despite the intense gaze, the figure is not overly confrontational to the viewer. The 
image has elements that reflect the style of Leonardo, and other elements that scholars have 
referred to when challenging the attribution.  
1 ​St. Charles Gallery, “New Orleans Auction: St. Charles Gallery, INC. April 9-10, 2005 Auction Catalogue,” ​New 
Orleans Auction: St. Charles Gallery, INC. April 9-10, 2005 Auction Catalogue​ (New Orleans, Louisiana: New 
Orleans Auction, 2005).  
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 This paper will aim to develop an understanding of the complexities of authorship 
throughout the attribution process of the ​Salvator Mundi. ​Leonardo himself worked on projects 
that are fully attributed to his teacher Andrea del Verrocchio.  The current art market, 2
specifically regarding painting, has pushed the notion of one author, one painting. During the 
Renaissance, however, multiple artists often worked on a painting that would then be attributed 
to the master of a workshop. Examples of this workshop process are increasingly rare in today’s 
practice. The concept of authorship has changed, alongside the role of the artist, so it is 
problematic to force our modern concepts regarding authorship on the attribution of this painting. 
The likelihood of paintings having one author, as we understand artwork today, is less common 
during the Renaissance because of the workshop tradition engaged in by many artists of the time. 
In fact it may be egregious to truly have a single authored work. This is why it is necessary to 
fully understand the workshop tradition when working on attributional studies, and trying to step 
out of the current idea of one author one work, and accept and understand the shift that has 
occured since the Renaissance.   3
 
Leonardo The Courtier 
In order to accurately understand Leonardo as an artist, we must first challenge that very 
categorization and look into his life in the Renaissance court. After some time living and 
2 ​Laurence Kanter, , ​Leonardo: Discoveries from Verrochio's Studio: Early Paintings and New Attributions​ (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2018) n.p. 
3 The shift in authorship has to do with the fact that when we sell paintings, single attributions sell for a significantly 
higher price than multiple-artist attributions. This may have something to do with the prestige of a name, this is 
certainly the case with the ​Salvator Mundi​. It had headlines buzzing, even outside of the art world indicating titles 
like “The Last Leonardo.” When the name is watered down with additional contributors, it somehow loses value, at 
least in the case of the auction house. This could explain another possible desire to have one author, rather than 
multiple. 
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 working in Florence, Leonardo made his way to Milan and took it upon himself to write a letter 
directly to the Duke indicating his projected value in Milan:  
Most Illustrious Lord, Having now sufficiently considered the specimens of          
all those who proclaim themselves skilled contrivers of instruments of war,           
and that the invention and operation of the said instruments are nothing            
different from those in common use: I shall endeavor, without prejudice to            
any one else, to explain myself to your Excellency, showing your Lordship            
my secret, and then offering them to your best pleasure and approbation to             
work with effect at opportune moments on all those things which, in part,             
shall be briefly noted below.   4
 
From the hand of Leonardo himself, he opens his letter to Ludovico Sforza, Duke of Milan, somewhat 
advantageously. Writing to the Duke directly like this was not in common practice, and yet, the young 
Leonardo demonstrates the confidence and audacity to promote himself. Leonardo wrote to the Duke 
advocating for himself and his various skill sets. In many ways, this serves as Leonardo’s informal 
resumé, in his own words. Analyzing this primary source allows us to engage with Leonardo, his own 
self-identity, and challenge our modern ideas of him as an artist.  
Leonardo first introduces his architectural skill and his ability to build bridges.  His 5
second statement on the list of nine indicates his ingenuity as an architect and engineer for war, 
discussing his ability to design different types of machines, weapons, and defense mechanisms.  6
His list goes on and he discusses his ability as an architect of both public and private buildings 
and ability to direct waterways.  The eleventh and final listed note indicates his skills as an artist, 7
the very last of which is painting.  ​The opportunity this letter presents us to engage with 8
Leonardo’s own words cannot be understated, because it allows us something close to a dialogue 
4 ​Leonardo da Vinci, “Leonardo da Vinci’s Handwritten Resume,: ​Open Culture​, 
http://www.openculture.com/2014/01/leonardo-da-vincis-handwritten-resume-1482.html​.. 
5 ​Ibid , n.d. 
6 ​Ibid , n.d. 
7 ​Ibid , n.d. 
8  Ibid , n.d. 
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 with him on his own terms. The choice to list painting last indicates that while Leonardo did see 
himself as an adequate painter, it was in some ways, an afterthought as it is last on his extensive 
list of skills and abilities. Based on the order in which he listed his skills, it may be more 
poignant to claim that Leonardo identified as more of an engineer, architect, or draftsman above 
or at least before artist. This perhaps surprising self identity is important as we analyze his role as 
a courtier of Ludovico Sforza in Milan. 
Generally speaking, it seems peculiar that the skill someone has primarily been identified 
with would be listed last from their own perspective on their list of abilities. This begs the 
question, did Leonardo identify as an artist? Perhaps he did, but we must remember that he also 
identified himself as an architect, engineer, and war strategist, all before indicating his abilities 
as an artist. This understanding of his own self identity may challenge the current, general 
understanding of Leonardo in modern society. There is an understanding about Leonardo, that 
most people outside of Leonardo scholarship have about him. There is a notion that he is one of 
the greatest painters or artists ever to have lived, and many people think of him as an older 
recluse rather than a clever charismatic courtier. The ideals for courtiers at the time had an 
intense focus on the ideas of grace, knowledge, and learnedness. It is well known and understood 
that while he was a fantastic artist, Leonardo had much more to offer. In his letter to the Duke we 
learn about all of the things he can do and all of the projects he works on. This has an obvious 
appeal to the court, which focuses on balancing the perfect combination of chivalry, 
philosophical conversation, learnedness, grace, beauty, bravery, among many others. While he 
works in the court, he certainly adds a level of prestige because of his ability to discuss many 
varied topics at length. Nonetheless, his name is well known to the general population in regards 
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 to his painting skills, which is why creating a more solid understanding of his self-identity opens 
the door to challenge both our general conceptions of Leonardo as a person, and our modern 
view on the way in which work was made during the Renaissance.  
Leonardo was employed as a court artist in Milan for eighteen years.  His initial 9
commission was an equestrian monument of Duke Francesco Sforza.  In exchange for 10
protection under Ludovico, the infamous Leonardo and his creations became synonymous with 
Ludovico himself, and Leonardo and his style became emblematic of the court of Sforza Milan.  11
The style of Ludovico evolved much in alignment with the collective beliefs about being a 
successful courtier; the work Leonardo created under Ludovico reinforced these beliefs and 
allowed for the style to serve as a type of propaganda.  Because of his connection to the court, 12
his interactions with them, and his employment by the head of it, Leonardo was certainly 
familiar with the ideals of the court himself, his work reinforced them to his viewers, while still 
adding the nuanced edge that only Leoanrdo had. He did not only produce paintings within his 
role at the court, he also wrote treatises, and various writings about how to look at and interpret 
the subtle messages within his work.  “His writings had emerged from the intellectual debates 13
known to have been staged at court-- argument enjoyed as a form of elite entertainment.”  Given 14
the level of fame Leonardo had, it is likely that he would be receiving many commissions from 
courtiers. However, it is understood that he took commissions from outside the court, which 
9 David Alan Brown, ​Leonardo Da Vinci: Origins of a Genius​ (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1998), 
page?. 
10 Luke Syson, “Leonardo and Leonardism in Renaissance Milan,” in ​Artists at Court​, ed. Stephen J Campbell 
(Boston, MA: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 2004), pp. 106-123. 
11 Luke Syson and Larry Keith, “The Rewards of Service: Leonardo da Vinci and the Duke of Milan,” in ​Leonardo 
Da Vinci: Painter at the Court of Milan​ (London: National Gallery Co., 2011), pp. 13-14. 
12 Ibid. pp. 13-14. 
13 Ibid., pp.14 
14 Ibid., pp. 14 
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 challenges our perceptions of “court artist.”  It is probable that Leonardo was considered more 15
of a courtier than a mere court painter in Sforza Milan.  This notion of Leonardo as a courtier 16
may help us gain some insight into his role in Milan, and to what activities he dedicated his 
precious time. Leonardo, well known for his unfinished projects and slow production method, 
probably could not take on the overwhelming amount of commissions desired by the Milanese 
court.  
The high volume of commissions Leonardo received from the court brings us to an 
analysis of the workshop and the followers of Leonardo. The Sforza court enlisted Leonardo as 
their designated artist, and his style became synonymous with that of the Milanese court under 
Ludovico Sforza. Similar to how trends work in our current society, Leonardo’s style, and 
possession of Leonardo's work had a certain prestige. All of the courtiers sought out work by, or 
in the style of Leonardo, in order to prove that they were upholding their courtly image. By 
studying his relationship with pupils and his followers we can work on developing the ability to 
distinguish between fully autograph works and imitations or co-collaborations.  
In the 2011 exhibition at the London National Gallery, “Leonardo Da Vinci: Painter at 
the Court of Milan,” Leonardo was specifically identified as a courtier and a court painter. This 
exhibition really showed and expanded upon the role Leonardo played at court and how he 
influenced an entire style of painting. In that exhibition, the curator, Luke Syson, with the 
support of many Leonardo scholars attributed The​ Salvator Mundi ​to Leonardo. This attribution 
has led to one of the most common arguments in the case of this work. If one of the most 
prestigious museums in the world held an exhibition that sourced Leonardo scholarship from 
15 Luke Syson, “Leonardo and Leonardism in Renaissance Milan,” in ​Artists at Court​, ed. Stephen J. Campbell 
(Boston, MA: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 2004), pp. 106-123. 
16 Ibid. n. d. 
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 around the world, and the culmination of that scholarship identified a painting in its exhibition as 
an autograph Leonardo, where does the accountability fall for future sales and attributions? With 
so much skepticism having been aroused since the sale in 2017 at Christie’s, one of the most 
convincing arguments for historians and institutions is that the painting was attributed to 
Leonardo in this 2011 National Gallery exhibition. It is important to keep in mind that in the 
2011 London exhibition “Leonardo Da Vinci: Painter at the Court of Milan” the painting was 
displayed as an autograph Leonardo, without any acknowledgement of the debate of scholars.  17
A press release from July 13 2011 from the National Gallery of Art in London stated as follows:  
Leonardo is known to have painted the Salvator Mundi – an           
image of Christ holding a globe, with his right hand raised in            
blessing. The version in a private collection in New York was           
shown after cleaning to the director of the National Gallery and to            
the curator of the exhibition as well as to other scholars in the             
field. We felt that it would be of great interest to include this             
painting in the exhibition as a new discovery. It will be presented            
as the work of Leonardo, and this will obviously be an important            
opportunity to test this new attribution by direct comparison with          
works universally accepted as Leonardo’s. A separate press        
release on the Salvator Mundi is issued by the owner.  18
 
“Leonardo is known” to have painted a ​Salvator Mundi​, an image of Christ holding an orb, with 
his right hand raised in blessing. One of the major issues with the statement from the National 
Gallery is in the first line– it states directly that Leonardo “is ​known” ​to have painted the 
painting in question. This is misleading largely because it leaves out the uncertainty around the 
attribution. The Louvre Abu Dhabi version which emerged from a private collection in New 
York, was shown to Luke Syson after cleaning and restoration. Syson, the director of the 
National Gallery, and the curator of the exhibition was able to look at and analyze the work, as 
17 Charles Hope, “Charles Hope: A Peece of Christ ,” London Review of Books, January 7, 2020, 
https://www.lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v42/n01/charles-hope/a-peece-of-christ.  
18 Ibid. 
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 well as other Leonardo scholars. The National Gallery of Art also stated in the press release “We 
felt that it would be of great interest to include this painting in the exhibition as a new discovery. 
It will be presented as the work of Leonardo, and this will obviously be an important opportunity 
to test this new attribution by direct comparison with works universally accepted as Leonardo’s.
 One of the major issues I find with this quote is that the National Gallery suggests that the 19
attribution should need to be “tested” in the context of other generally accepted works by 
Leonardo. Now, this would not be a problematic statement had the painting not been listed as an 
autograph Leonardo. Based on the attribution on the wall, it is safe to assume that aside from 
Leonardo scholars, most of the general population viewing the work relies on the authority of 
both a museum like the National Gallery, and scholars like Syson to properly attribute a work of 
art. This in some ways closed the door on the opportunity to engage in any discourse about 
whether or not Leonardo executed the work himself. This may be one of the contributing factors 
to why this painting caused so much commotion after the sale in 2017.  
 
The History and Provenance of the ​Salvator Mundi 
In the case of the​ Salvator Mundi​, we have not only a problematic provenance, but one 
with significant gaps. The provenance of the work has contributed to the mystery surrounding 
the painting in the media, and has also caused much dispute in regards to the attribution. Prior to 
the discovery of the painting, its existence was known largely through an etching made by 
Wenceslaus Hollar, (Fig. 2) mentions of it by Giorgio Vasari, and some drapery studies in one of 
Leonardo’s notebooks (Fig.7).​ ​Were it not for the connection to Vasari and Hollar, the Louvre 
19 Ibid. n. d.  
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 Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi’s​ known provenance begins in the twentieth century, four centuries 
after its alleged creation.  
In 2017, when Christie’s auctioned off the painting, they provided a provenance that was 
problematic and raised many questions about the origins and descent of the painting, it also used 
unclear language that implied a degree of uncertainty. (Appendix) “Possibly Commissioned after 
1500 by King Louis XII of France (1462-1515) and his wife”  ​Which is “possibly” passed down 20
through descent to their daughter. She then “possibly” held onto it through her marriage to King 
Charles I of England, who then sold it. It ends up in the possession of King Charles II who then 
“probably” leaves it to his brother, King James II, and from his possession it was “probably 
removed by” the Countess of Dorchester, or perhaps her son-in-law. By then it was “probably” 
inherited by his illegitimate son. “​When Sir Frederick Cook acquired it... the painting had been 
damaged, disfigured by overpaint, and its authorship by Leonardo, forgotten.”  It was sold to a 21
private collector in the United States in 1958 as an autograph Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, a 
student of Leonardo. ​This is when it was “discovered” by the dealer Robert Simon, who was able 
to make the first strides in authenticating the ​Salvator Mundi​.  ​It sold in 2005 to Robert Simon 22
from an auction house in New Orleans for just over $1,000.00, then sold later at Sotheby’s, and 
then sold once more at Christie’s in 2017. It is currently in the hands of that buyer, but on loan to 
the Louvre Abu Dhabi.  The 2017 sale is what sparked the media attention, this attention was 23
due to the price tag of nearly half a million dollars. 
20 Ibid. n. d.  
21 Ben Lewis, ​The Last Leonardo: The Secret Lives of the World's Most Expensive Painting​ (New York: Ballantine 
Books, 2019), pp. 279-294. 
22 ​Ben Hoyle, “‘It’s Kind of Scary – I Wrapped It in a Bin Liner and Jumped in a Taxi with It,’” ​The Times ​, 
November 12, 2011.  
23 Ben Lewis, ​The Last Leonardo: The Secret Lives of the World's Most Expensive Painting​ (New York: Ballantine 
Books, 2019), pp. 279-294. 
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 The truly problematic piece of its provenance is what happened from creation until 1900. 
There is no record indicating how Sir Charles Robinson acquired the picture, but he did not 
purchase the work as an autograph  Leonardo, but rather as a work by his follower Bernardino 
Luini.  There are records suggesting that Thomas Hawkins (1810-89), seems to have donated a 24
“Leonardo Salvator Mundi '' in 1848 to a church in Birmingham, but no way of knowing if that 
painting was the same that Sir Charles Robinson acquired. When the documentation is lost, 
destroyed, or simply non-existent it problematizes the ability to accurately and certainly track a 
work. That same church closed its doors in 1895, and most reasonably, the collection was 
donated, auctioned, or randomly dispersed to other churches.  Perhaps this could explain how 25
Robinson obtained the painting? Or, perhaps there were multiple suggested Leonardo ​Salvator 
Mundi​ versions prevalent in England at the time. What complicates the provenance even more is 
the missing ​Salvator Mundi ​from the Worsey and Yarborough Collections. Its whereabouts are 
not currently known.  This evidence suggests that there may have been up to three potential 26
Leonardo paintings of the same subject in England during the nineteenth century, just before the 
provenance of the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi ​became solid.​ ​Because there are three 
potential versions, this may suggest that the part of the provenance prior to 1900 could be the 
provenance for any of the three possible paintings, or some combination of the three, but not 
necessarily the painting in question entirely, or at all.  
24 “Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) , Salvator Mundi,” , Salvator Mundi | Christie's, November 15, 2017, 
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Paintings/leonardo-da-vinci-salvator-mundi-6110563-details.aspx?lid=1&from=
relatedlot&intobjectid=6110563. 
25 Michael Daley, “The $450m New York Leonardo Salvator Mundi Part II: It Restores, It Sells, Therefore It Is,” 
Artwatch​, February 4, 2018, 
http://artwatch.org.uk/the-450m-new-york-leonardo-salvator-mundi-part-ii-it-restores-it-sells-therefore-it-is/. 
26 Ibid. n. d.  
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 This attribution by Syson and other scholars to Leonardo in the 2011 Exhibition, 
however, made it fairly obvious that the painting would sell at Christie’s as an autograph 
Leonardo. If one of the most respected art institutions in the world, and a number of the top 
Leonardo scholars all allowed for this attribution in a major Leonardo exhibition, it seems 
entirely reasonable that an auction house would trust that and move forward with the sale of an 
autograph Leonardo. However, it appears to me that the potential of having discovered or in this 
case “rediscovered” an autograph Leonardo was so tempting that some careless mistakes may 
have been made. The first mistake I observe is the problematic provenance that was not fully 
understood prior to the 2017 sale. For obvious reasons, a more complete record of sales and 
changing of hands should have been documented and scholars perhaps may have taken up more 
of an issue with the “possibly/probably/may have” language that was used to describe the 
descent of the painting. It also appears that initially, not a lot of coverage was given to the 
extensive restoration that occured, and how that may have compromised the ability to discern the 
author (Fig. 8). If the restorer was under the impression this was an autograph Leonardo, would 
her over-paint not match the hand of Leonardo and perhaps create a more convincing case to the 
naked eye to attribute this to Leonardo? 
Dianne Modestini, the conservator who worked on the ​Salvator Mundi​ between 
2005-2017, said that “the damage resulting from past cleanings [which] can be seen in some 
passages where the final modelling is lost…” elsewhere she states, “apart from the discrete 
losses, the flesh tones of the face retain their entire layer structure, including the final scumbles 
and glazes. These passages have not suffered from abrasion; if they had I wouldn’t have been 
able to reconstruct the losses. The blessing hand is intact.” This description indicates that the 
11 
 original intention of the restoration was to attempt to retouch areas of loss and match them as 
closely as possible to the original.  The face required no reconstruction or repair in any regard, 27
apparently, besides the parts that had obvious and evident areas of loss.  Following up on the 28
lack of restoration desired for the face, as it appeared exhibited in 2011 at the National Gallery 
supposedly would have looked close to when it had completed cleaning by 2007. There then 
would not have been any discrepancy between the face in the National Gallery 2011 exhibition 
and the Christie’s 2017 auction; however, this was not the case. 
Modestini indicated that two stages of restoration have taken place.  The first stage took 29
place prior to the 2011 exhibition when it went to London to be studied by a group of Leonardo 
experts. At this time, less retouching had been done. Modestini had not yet replaced the glazes 
on the orb, completed her work with the eyes, or adjusted the thumb, among other plans for 
restoration, the most significant of which was the reworking of the background.  “Two years 30
later I was troubled by the way the background encroached upon the head, trapping it in the same 
plane as the background. Having seen the richness of the well-preserved browns and blacks in 
the London ​Virgin of the Rocks​ and based on fragments of the black background which had not 
been covered up by the repainting, I suggested to the owners that it might be worthwhile to try to 
recover the original background and finish the complete restoration.”  After the painting was 31
exhibited, it underwent further restoration prior to the sale in 2017. Modestini was attempting to 
remove some of the overpaint in the background to show more of the original, however, some of 
her restoration included taking artistic license and adding paint to areas of loss.  
27 Ibid. n. d.  
28 Ibid. n. d.  
29 Ibid. n. d.  
30 Ibid. n. d. 
31 Ibid. n. d. 
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 The first attempt at cleaning actually had preserved some of the original layers of 
surviving paint. However, certain parts of the painting were completely lost and destroyed with 
the removal of paint, and even in some cases, the wood itself.  Modestini explained:  32
Since the putty and overpaint were quite thick I had no choice but to              
remove them completely. I repainted the large missing areas in the upper            
part of the painting with ivory black and a little cadmium light red,             
followed by a glaze of rich warm brown, then more black and vermilion.             
Between stages I distressed and then retouched the new paint to make it             
look antique. The new colour then freed the head, which had been            
trapped in the muddy background, so close in tone to the hair, and made              
a different, altogether more powerful image.   33
The challenging part of this restoration, and the entire field of conservation, has to do with the 
authority of one person to make decisions on behalf of a master like Leonardo. Having had to 
remove entire parts of paint, and putty, perhaps leads to the loss of original paint. Deciding what 
should stay and what should be stripped and restored is often left to the discretion of the restorer 
and may be informed by art historians. I find the quote from Modestini, declaring that she had 
created “an altogether more powerful image” quite problematic. The role of restorer should be 
brought into question with this quote and perhaps challenge the idea that a restorer should be 
making anything “more.” This then compromises the authorship of Leonardo and only adds yet 
another author to the fold. Modestinini, having done a “complete” restoration, seems to have 
made decisions about the state of the painting that were authorized, but wildly problematic, 
because of the way in which these decisions further blurred the lines used to decipher authorship. 
Modestini dedicated three years to the restoration of the painting, which involved in 
many ways applying her own hand to the image itself. During the progress, the owners and a 
32 Ibid. n. d.  
33 Ibid. n. d.  
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 group of experts began to increasingly take the painting to be an autograph Leonardo.  Her 34
ambitious attempt to aid the badly compromised work came about through slow progress with 
fine brushes and synthetic paints.  It is generally accepted in the world of restoration that 35
restorers imitate age and wear on paintings by creating and falsifying cracks onto the freshly 
applied paint in order to conceal its whereabouts within the image. The obvious intention is to 
recreate age and ultimately deceive the looker by suggesting a sort of antiquity and creating an 
illusion of antique authenticity. This makes sense, perhaps, when scholarship is in agreement that 
a work is soundly attributed, but I believe if a work is in question, restoration needs to be 
handled more carefully and perhaps postponed all together. 
The author of Christie's 2017 lot essay states,  “completion of conservation treatment in 
2010” occurred and left no suggestion of a restoration post-2012. Despite the painting having 
been known since 1900 as a work produced in the school of Leonardo work and having had been 
rejected by Bernard Berenson, and sold in a Sotheby’s saleroom by Kenneth Clark in 1958 
bringing in a mere £45, the National Gallery never proposed the possibility of the need for 
further restoration when discussing the status of the painting in the exhibition in 2011.  This 36
raises the question of whether or not the debate around the work was possibly suppressed, and if 
it was in fact, do the reasons for this suppression persist?  
 
The Renaissance Workshop and Concepts of Authorship  
34 “Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) , Salvator Mundi,”  Salvator Mundi | Christie's, November 15, 2017, 
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Paintings/leonardo-da-vinci-salvator-mundi-6110563-details.aspx?lid=1&from=
relatedlot&intobjectid=6110563. 
35 Michael Daley, “The $450m New York Leonardo Salvator Mundi Part II: It Restores, It Sells, Therefore It Is,” 
Artwatch​, February 4, 2018.  
36 Ibid. n. d.  
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 When considering issues of connoisseurship, it is first crucial to define what constitutes 
the author or artist. This is of particular importance when discussing works that may have been 
created in a workshop of a master. One of time periods in history where we see a myriad of 
examples of the workshop style is during the Renaissance. Leonardo himself studied as an 
apprentice under Verrocchio, and many works that emerged from the workshop of Verrocchio 
include the hand of Leonardo.  Verrocchio was a master sculptor and also completed 37
commissions for paintings. Interestingly, Leonardo, although primarily a painter, was trained by 
an artist in a studio that produced mostly sculpture. This may seem confusing or counterintuitive 
when discussing one of the most well known painters that emerged from the Renaissance, but 
that very background in sculpture is now understood to have enhanced Leonardo’s artistic skills 
altogether. The amount of involvement by either the master or the apprentice varies greatly in 
each workshop. This varied involvement can shift even more from commission to commission, 
and highlights one of the major challenges in defining authorship for works emerging from these 
Renaissance workshops. As artists grew in popularity, commissions increased, and the extent to 
which the masters executed the work was increasingly challenging to decipher, and naturally 
lower. This concept challenges art historians and presents a specific problem in the case for the 
art museums and the art market which often look to promote singularly autograph works. Works 
with one author sell for a higher ticket price in auction and bring a level of prestige to a museum. 
When that one author is an artist with the level of fame and prestige as Leonardo Da Vinci, the 
single authorship causes the ticket price to skyrocket, as we have seen with the sale of the 
Salvator Mundi.​ As a renowned artist, Leonardo took on pupils of his own. His own training as 
37 ​Andrew Butterfield et al., ​Verrocchio: Sculptor and Painter of Renaissance Florence​ (Washington, DC: National 
Gallery of Art, 2019) n.p. 
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 an artist began under Andrea del Verrochio, and it is not uncommon to see works with an 
attribution to both the master Verrochio and his pupil Leonardo. In this same tradition, it is 
reasonable to understand that Leonardo worked alongside his pupils on many of his 
commissions, where after close observation, both hands are visibly present. Scholarship is 
already aware of these workshop pieces and many works have been attributed to both Leonardo 
and “school” or Leonardo and “followers.” Given current scholarship about Leonardo as a man 
and as a worker, and with what we now understand about the workshop, it does not make sense 
to assume Leonardo is the sole artist of the ​Salvator Mundi​.  
In reference to Leonardo's portraits, Syson has indicated that his ​style​ “establishes a 
model for the Leonardesque portrait.”  Because the popularity of the ​style​ of Leonardo took off 38
in Milan, many of Ludovico’s courtiers yearned to possess works by the master himself. “The 
style and format of these pictures were much imitated”  and the artisans in Lombardy rapidly 39
adopted his techniques and so began the production of work ​in the style of​ Leonardo. Leonardo 
took considerable time to complete paintings, so sometimes he would delegate work to his 
pupils, in his workshop, “Leonardo would sometimes correct or ‘finish’ [the paintings]”  40
Leonardo is known for taking his time in completing his work, this would explain why many 
Mialnese palaces would claim to have an autograph Leonardo, and while these paintings were 
not necessarily executed by Leonardo, they “could nonetheless be treated as ‘his’”   Essentially, 41
because of the courtly ideals prolonged by Ludovico, the style of Leonardo was imitated by 
38Luke Syson, “Leonardo and Leonardism in Renaissance Milan,” in ​Artists at Court​, ed. Stephen J Campbell 
(Boston,: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 2004), pp. 106-123. 
39 Ibid. n. d.  
40 Ibid. n d.  
41 Ibid. n.d.  
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 followers to become easily accessible and to serve the demand. At the time, the style of 42
Leonardo was sufficient to sell as an autograph.  This is so much different from our modern 43
practice, where the value is in the autograph. “It is possible that these artists were perceived as 
having such an intimate connection with Leonardo that their works could be received as the 
equivalents of paintings by the master–even when Leoanrdo has no direct input.”  This quote 44
highlights one of the major attribution problems that arises when applying the modern idea of 
authorship to a painting emerging from the Renaissance workshop and courtly traditions. This 
challenge helps add to the scholarship around the pupils of Leonardo and the courtly artists 
imitating his style. By studying these followers, scholars can focus on identifying works that are 
of such brilliance they must be an autograph, and recognizing others that may be collaborations, 
or imitations entirely.  “Individual style was transformed into a collective one, and the artist 45
himself became a kind of multiple... those adopting his style should be classified as imitators, 
rather than as collaborators whose own individual craft and talent were absorbed within the 
famous master’s artistic personality.”  This concept must be understood for multiple reasons. 46
The first being that historical records or documentation of  “Leonardo” paintings in households 
may be considered a Leonardo to those of Sforza Milan, but actually lack the hand of Leonardo 
all together. Another important concept to grasp is that many people were imitating Leonardo 
with such likeness that perhaps we need to consider the challenge of accurately deciphering 
different hands at work as much as five centuries later. 
42 Ibid. n.d. 
43 Michael Daley , “‘Leonardo Scholar Challenges Attribution of $450m Painting,’” ​Artwatch​, August 9, 2018, 
http://artwatch.org.uk/leonardo-scholar-challenges-attribution-of-450m-painting/. 
44 Luke Syson, “Leonardo and Leonardism in Renaissance Milan,” in ​Artists at Court​, ed. Stephen J Campbell 
(Boston: Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum, 2004), pp. 106-123. 
45 Ibid. n.d. 
46 Ibid. n.d. 
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Connoisseurship and the ​Salvator Mundi  
The term “Salvator Mundi” translates simply as “Savior of the World.” The iconography 
of Salvator Mundi is not unique to the painting in question. Images of Christ offering a blessing 
exist as a common motif in the visual imagery of Christian Europe (Fig.3). It is important to take 
note of this and recognize that while the ​Salvator Mundi​ painting has a unique history of its own 
due to its provenance and recent sales, the imagery of Christ is not in any way uncommon for the 
period. The recent media excitement surrounding the work has more to do with the proposed 
authorship than the actual imagery. What may make the painting particularly remarkable is its 
association with Leonardo and the fact that we have so few paintings in existence by the 
Renaissance master. Additionally, we have at least twenty examples of copies of Leonardo’s 
Salvator Mundi​. It is even understood that many people in power during the Renaissance would 
commission religious imagery to suggest their favor with God. This implied a sort of grace that 
was naturally imbued within them that connected them directly to the divine and asserted their 
authority. Luke Syson argues that Leonardo himself was staking his claim to having God-given 
talent by executing the face of Christ in both the​ Last Supper ​and the ​Salvator Mundi. ​Having a 
clear understanding of the place of images of Christ in the Renaissance tradition helps us to 
recognize that this painting became famous not for its depiction of Christ, but for its supposed 
authorship and problematic attribution.  
The etching executed by Wesenclaus Hollar is crucial in understanding the historical 
precedence for the ​Salvator Mundi​. (Fig 2.) In general, it is easy to identify how the images fit 
together, however, there are considerable examples in which they depart from each other, both 
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 stylistically, and in specific detailed parts of the image. Using the Hollar etching to situate the 
Salvator Mundi ​in context with the historical understanding of this imagery is important, but it 
does not guarantee that the etching was copied from this specific version. The Hollar etching 
shows Christ much broader than he appears in the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi​. The 
shoulders seem more wide and the entire face section is thicker and less organic than the 
Salvator Mundi. ​There is significant loss in the painting under the chin and where the neck 
would be, so it is challenging to decipher if the Hollar etching is accurate to what may have been 
there before the damage and loss occurred. There is also a discrepancy between the thumbs, 
which will come up later on as a major tell tale that this may not be the original from which the 
other copies were made.  
 Another image of Christ in this same tradition​ ​is the De Ganay ​Salvator Mundi, ​which at 
one point was even proposed to be painted by Leonardo (Fig 4.)​ ​Using this painting as a starting 
point for comparison helps to quickly identify what scholars look for stylistically when 
attributing a work. “​The New York ​Salvator Mundi​ is billed as a miraculous once-in-a-century 
discovery when it is the second such claimant drawn from a pool of more than twenty clearly 
Leonardo-derived and sometimes partially Leonardo-assisted Salvator Mundis.”  As we have 47
already established, Leonardo had amassed a following, and his style had begun to be imitated 
by many artists. It was not uncommon to see artists diverge from their own style and learn to 
emulate that of Leonardo with remarkable accuracy. In 1978 and 1982 Joanne Snow-Smith, 
supported by other Leonardo scholars, suggested that the De Ganay ​Salvator Mundi​ was the the 
47 Daley, Michael, “Problems with the New York Leonardo Salvator Mundi Part I: Provenance and Presentation,” 
Artwatch​, November 14, 2017, 
http://artwatch.org.uk/problems-with-the-new-york-leonardo-salvator-mundi-part-i-provenance-and-presentation/.  
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 autograph Leonardo from which all of the others were copied.  This attribution was ultimately 48
challenged and eventually deemed untrue. 
Works in the imitation style of Leonardo would often sell as autograph works if they 
were overseen, in the style of, or possibly “finished” by Leonardo during the Renaissance. This 
situation gives rise to the main attributional challenge that varies with the mindset of the time. 
Leonardo is well known for his rendering of cascading curls, and his ability to render them with 
accuracy. They are well represented in his other paintings, and in his sketches from his 
notebooks, as well. When comparing the Louvre Abu Dhabi to the De Ganay ​Salvator Mundi​, it 
is evident that one was executed with more precision and naturalism. On the De Ganay version, 
the curls seem clunky, especially on the left shoulder. The highlight is bold and lacks a type of 
naturalism that is characteristic of Leonardo and his style. In comparison to the Louvre Abu 
Dhabi version, notice on the right shoulder, the precise highlights on the dainty curls. Scholars 
have argued that the curls help the case of the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi ​in attribution 
to Leonardo. Leonardo is known for his delicate curls and his ability to create them with such a 
scientific precision that still appears naturalistic. While this argument in favor of Leonardo 
authorship is based on a well understood method executed by Leonardo, I would encourage a 
second consideration at the significant amount of loss and damage on the left hand side above the 
shoulder, and the hair all around the outside of the head. The left-hand side curls are remarkable, 
however, the rest of the hair has either suffered too much loss or perhaps was executed by a 
different hand. The damage makes it extremely challenging to identify if the right side curls are 
48 Ibid. n.d.  
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 just a result of multiple overpaints and cleanings, or if they were executed entirely by another 
artist.  
It may serve well to also compare the De Ganay ​Salvator Mundi ​and the Hollar etching. 
Some scholars have suggested that the Hollar etching may in fact be a copy of the De Ganay 
version, due to prominent similarities. ​The ​D​e Ganay image was suggested in 1978 and again in 
1982 to be an original Leonardo painted prototype for some twenty other Leonardo-like ​Salvator 
Mundi​ paintings.  That alleged attribution did not take hold in the same way the Louvre Abu 49
Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi ​had, nonetheless the case for it was advanced by the scholar Joanne 
Snow-Smith.  Her work then provided a sort of precedence for the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator 50
Mundi​. ​However, I find this argument to be equally as troublesome as the argument in support of 
Hollar copying the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi. ​While they do have many similarities, 
they have many differences as well. This is part of the problem that scholars face as they identify 
multiple copies from many different artists working at this time and try to identify what works 
artists were copying. I would argue, however, that the De Ganay version and the Hollar Etching 
are remarkably similar in the eyes. The sharp line down the nose and along the brows is very 
much alike in both paintings, greatly contrasting the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi​. For this 
reason, I find it more compelling that the etching may be made after the De Ganay version. 
Many of these varied conclusions are solely based on the speculation of historians that 
sometimes become supported with documentation and primary sources. The lack of concrete 
49Michael Daley, “The $450m New York Leonardo Salvator Mundi Part II: It Restores, It Sells, Therefore It Is,” 
Artwatch​, February 4, 2018, 
http://artwatch.org.uk/the-450m-new-york-leonardo-salvator-mundi-part-ii-it-restores-it-sells-therefore-it-is/. 
50 Ibid. n.d. 
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 documentation around the painting until 1900 demonstrates why so much of the provenance is 
left to speculation. 
 The De Ganay brushwork does seem to stray from other accepted autograph Leonardo 
works, such as the ​Mona Lisa ​and ​St. John the Baptist ​(Fig. 5,6). Because they diverge so greatly 
from the style of the aforementioned autograph Leonardos, it becomes a challenge to make 
definitive attributions. This also provides an opportunity to look at all of the images together and 
simply decide ‘which of these is not like the others.’ The De Ganay certainly serves as an outlier 
when in context with other works by Leoanrdo, the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi​, 
challenges this though, because it does in many ways have striking similarities to some of 
Leonardo's accepted works. ​St. John The Baptist, ​(Fig. 6) for example, ​serves as a prime 
execution of the ​sfumato ​technique for which Leonardo is so famously known. The image has 
darkened with age, as many of these style paintings do, which has in some ways compromised its 
appearance. This is a work that is generally accepted as an autograph Leonardo, which is why it 
is so important to help analyze the authorship of the ​Salvator Mundi. ​This image of St. John the 
Baptist is one of the best images by Leonardo to compare to the proposed ​Salvator Mundi​. 
Through the use of comparison and contrast, we are able to better analyze the likelihood of the 
Salvator Mundi ​being an autograph Leonardo or perhaps a collaborative effort created by his 
followers or workshop. The ​Mona Lisa​ (Fig. 5) arguably Leonardo’s most famous painting, has 
the same use of ​sfumato ​that was characteristic of Leonardo. The use of that technique is so 
common in his other accepted work, and it seems to be lacking in the ​Salvator Mundi.   
One of the major challenges of attributions lies in the fact that they are primarily based on 
the views of  historians. Naturally, scholars and historians have a great amount of confidence in 
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 their ability to make attributions and in their judgement, however this is extremely fallible. This 
can cause a somewhat political challenge when new facts or primary resources emerge that 
discredit the work of historians. The major issues that I see in the case of the ​Salvator Mundi​ are 
the attempt to discern various brush strokes on an exceptionally damaged image executed 5 
centuries ago, looking with a naked eye, the extensive overpainting and subsequent removal of it, 
and then the modern restoration which included cleaning and more overpainting. Many​ Leonardo 
scholars have rejected the Leonardo attribution and suggested that the work is largely a 
production of the workshop of Leonardo, that was only part-painted by the master himself. Frank 
Zöllner, a German art historian and author of ​Leonardo da Vinci – the Complete Paintings and 
Drawings​, suggests the work is either the creation of a Leonardo follower or a “high-quality 
product of Leonardo’s workshop.” Carmen Bambach, suggests that Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, 
one of Leonardo's pupils may have been the primary executor of the image.  Various other 51
scholars have ideas about who executed the image, and the suggestions range from a fully 
autographed Leonardo, all the way to a follower after the death of the master himself. This 
presents a unique challenge, because there does not seem to be an overarching or clear 
consensus. We should take a moment here to discuss the importance of consensus in this field. 
When scholars receive the invitation to perform a visual analysis on any given work to help 
determine its authenticity, the desired outcome by the institutions or auction houses, is generally 
that a consensus will be reached.  This system may appear reasonable and fair, but the 52
51 Michael Daley , “Problems with the New York Leonardo Salvator Mundi Part I: Provenance and Presentation,” 
Artwatch​, November 14, 2017, 
http://artwatch.org.uk/problems-with-the-new-york-leonardo-salvator-mundi-part-i-provenance-and-presentation/. 
52 Hasan Niyazi , “Authorship and the Dangers of Consensus,” Three Pipe Problem, July 11, 2011, 
https://web.archive.org/web/20120502181109/http://www.3pipe.net/2011/07/authorship-and-dangers-of-consensus.h
tml. 
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 possibility for abuse in this system is incredibly apparent, especially if the decision making 
processes and discourse of the historians is not very transparent. It should be necessary that 
findings are shared with other scholars for peer review, and that buyers or collectors have access 
to these processes before committing to a sale.  
There is almost no published scholarly works indicating certainly that the painting is 
ascribed to Leonardo himself as the sole artist​. The attribution to Leonardo relies heavily on 
speculation, and problematic ideas strung together, as described in section II. Aside from the 
report written by Modestini after her restoration, and the National Gallery exhibition catalogue’s 
entry by Luke Syson, the curator, I was strapped to find any published work in support of this as 
an autograph Leonardo. Christie’s listed provenance assumed the authority of the research by an 
original owner, Dr. Robert Simon, a New York art dealer. Christie's also relied on the 
scholarship of Modestini and Syson, probably noting that Simon's scholarship and research was 
unpublished. This is troublesome, but because the information they based their attribution off of 
was public, to what extent can Christie’s really be at fault for this? Interestingly though, over a 
decade has passed, multiple sales have occurred, extensive restoration executed, and those same 
historians have yet to publish anything about the ​Salvator Mundi​ indicating why they believe it is 
an autograph Leonardo. It is left up to mere speculation at this point, to try and understand why 
their work has not been published, and impossible to know if it has to do with faulty arguments, 
the attention the work has gotten since the 2017 sale, of the apparent consensus of historians that 
pupils may be involved.  
 
Conclusion 
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 The Louvre in Paris just recently held an exhibition to commemorate the five hundredth 
anniversary of the death of Leonardo. This exhibition included many of his paintings, an 
extensive collection of his drawings, and works by his pupils and followers. The Louvre made 
the decision to attribute the portrait of Christ as ‘from the workshop of Leonardo,’ this decision 
essentially diminishes the value from 450 million to nothing in monetary terms, and causes great 
embarrassment for the buyer.  The painting never made it into the exhibition, and the reason 53
why is a source of great debate among the art world. 
Due to the incredibly extensive conservation history, two major solutions to the issue 
surrounding this work exist: First, since its reemergence in 1900, the painting was in fact an 
unrecognised autograph Leonardo, that underwent severe damage, restoration, over-paint, and 
alterations throughout its history-- all of these have then since been restored, repaired, removed, 
and adjusted further by Modestini. Second, the image in question is in fact emerging from the 
school of Leonardo, and the master himself may have made minor adjustments to the work of his 
pupils. By this definition the work is not the autograph Leonardo from which all other 
Leonardesque ​Salvator Mundi​ versions derive.  
When discussing Leonardo, we must be clear that we are suggesting a master of painting 
technique. By then trying to decide if the painting in question is an autograph Leonardo from 
which his followers created copies, we must identify the copies in question and analyze the 
artistic qualities that are replicated or irreplicable. The major problem scholars encounter with 
this proposed ​Salvator Mundi​ is the methods used to restore the image, and how those may skew 
the eye of the viewer and scholars, even when trying to authenticate what has derived from the 
53 Anita Singh, “Louvre Casts Doubts on Authenticity of $450 Million 'Leonardo,’” ​The Telegraph ​(Telegraph 
Media Group, May 26, 2019), 
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2019/05/26/louvre-intervenes-leonardo-da-vinci-row-author-claims-paris/. 
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 hand of Leonardo himself.​Ultimately all of the evidence laid out in this essay, beginning with the 
gaps in the ​provenance, Leonardo’s style being copied and multiplied in Sforza Milan, the 
troublesome ​provenance followed by a​ problematic c​leaning and restoration, and ultimately the 
lack of consensus within the field,​ ​I believe that this painting comes to us from a student or 
follower of Leonardo. I would even consider the possibility that Leonardo’s hand may be 
present, but I can not be convinced that this is the sole work of Leonardo. It appears that there 
are multiple hands at work given the multiple inconsistencies aforementioned. Furthermore, the 
significant damage, loss, and multiple overpaintings have seriously compromised the ability to 
truly analyze this painting, and they cannot be forgotten or dismissed. We know that Leonardo 
had drapery studies (fig. 7) for this work, and we know that Hollar etched something after a 
painting of Leonardo. Perhaps the original has been lost or destroyed, or, perhaps, it is waiting to 
be discovered. 
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 Appendix: 
Provenance of the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi 
● “(Possibly) Commissioned after 1500 by King Louis XII of France (1462-1515) and his             
wife, Anne of Brittany (1477-1514), following the conquest of Milan and Genoa, and             
possibly by descent to  
● Henrietta Maria of France (1609-1669), by whom possibly brought to England in 1625             
upon her marriage to 
● King Charles I of England (1600-1649), Greenwich; Commonwealth Sale, as ‘A peece of             
Christ done by Leonardo at 30- 00- 00’, presented, 23 October 1651, as part of the Sixth                 
Dividend to 
● Captain John Stone (1620-1667), leader of the Sixth Dividend of creditors, until 1660,             
when it was returned with other works upon the Restoration to 
● King Charles II of England (1630-1685), Whitehall, and probably by inheritance to his             
brother 
● King James II of England (1633-1701), Whitehall, from which probably removed by 
● Catherine Sedley, Countess of Dorchester (1657-1717), or her future son-in-law, John           
Sheffield, 1st Duke of Buckingham and Normanby (1648-1721), and probably by descent            
to his illegitimate son 
● Sir Charles Herbert Sheffield, 1st Bt. (c. 1706-1774); John Prestage, London, 24            
February 1763, lot 53, as ‘L. Da. Vinci A Head of our Saviour’ (£2.10). 
● Sir [John] Charles Robinson (1824-1913), as Bernardino Luini; by whom sold in 1900 to 
● Sir Francis Cook, 1st Bt. (1817-1901), Doughty House, Richmond, and by descent            
through 
● Sir Frederick [Lucas] Cook, 2nd Bt. (1844-1920), Doughty House, Richmond, and  
● Sir Herbert [Frederick] Cook, 3rd Bt. (1868-1939), Doughty House, Richmond, as ‘Free            
copy after Boltraffio’ and later ‘Milanese School’, to 
● Sir Francis [Ferdinand Maurice] Cook, 4th Bt. (1907-1978); his sale, Sotheby’s, London,            
25 June 1958, lot 40, as ‘Boltraffio’ (£45 to Kuntz). 
● Private collection, United States. 
● Robert Simon, New York. 
● Private sale; Sotheby’s, New York. 
● Acquired from the above by the present owner”  54
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
54 “Leonardo Da Vinci (1452-1519) , Salvator Mundi,” , Salvator Mundi | Christie's, November 15, 2017, 
https://www.christies.com/lotfinder/Paintings/leonardo-da-vinci-salvator-mundi-6110563-details.aspx?lid=1&from=
relatedlot&intobjectid=6110563. 
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Figure 1. The Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi,​ c.1500
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Figure 2. Left: Wenceslaus Hollar, ​Salvator Mundi​ after Leonardo Da Vinci, Etching, 1650. 
Right: Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi, ​c. 1500 
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Fig 3. Multiple versions of ​Salvator Mundi  
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Figure 4. Left: School of Leonardo, De Ganay ​Salvator Mundi, ​date unknown. Right: The 
Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi,​ c.1500 
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Figure 5. Leonardo Da Vinci, ​Mona Lisa, ​1503 
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Figure 6. Leonardo Da Vinci, ​St. John the Baptist, ​1513 
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Figure 7. Leonardo Da Vinci, Drapery studies for the ​Salvator Mundi​. 
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Figure 8. A series of images depicting the restoration of the Louvre Abu Dhabi ​Salvator Mundi. 
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